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9-12 lesson plan using Google Notebook

INTRODUCTION
At the completion of The Fellowship of the Ring, students should have a profound
knowledge of everything that occurred in the book. This will be the key focus of the
lesson plan using the application Google Notebook. Students will be asked to compare
the written work and the screen adaptation of the same name.
TARGET CLASS TIME: 60 MINUTES

LESSON PLAN LAYOUT
By this point in the semester, students have finished reading
The Fellowship of the Ring. They have completed the reading
and taken the test over the book, so now they will compare the
book and movie. This comparison will not consist of just
watching the movie. Students will be put into pre-made groups of
3-4 members. These groups will work both inside and outside the
classroom to complete their work for the next school day. Class
will begin with and explanation of the project. Students will need

to use Google Notebook to compare two versions of The
Fellowship of the Ring. Due to the file-sharing capabilities of the
program, students can work as part of a group without trying to
find a common meeting time. The explanation of the group work
should take from 5-10 MINUTES.
After explaining the group project, the students will need to
be instructed in the use of Google Notebook. Using a pre-made
Power Point presentation and the page from
https://wiki.itap.purdue.edu/display/INSITE/Google+Notebook will
help explain to students how the program works and allows for
any questions before beginning the project. This should take 20
MINUTES.
Once the students have been instructed in the use of Google
Notebook, they will be put into their groups and begin an overview
section for the project. This will include talking about a and
recording the ways they believe the book and movie will differ and
what sections each will review that night. If computer access is
available, students can also begin working on their electronic
note taking. This section will take 30-35 MINUTES or until the
end of class.
CONCLUSION
This project teaches students to work as a group while using the
application Google Notebook. They can cover most of the book in a small
amount of time while also being able to access sections their group
members covered for them. The online notebooks can be made public for
easier grading by the teacher. This project focuses on working well as a
group while using a web application to take easier notes and share those
notes with others in the group.

